
RZR Turbo XP & PRO Intercooler Instructions 

#1 Remove the rear facia, muffler, and heat shield behind the muffler. This will give you 
full access to the intercooler.  

Steps #1-3 are specifically for the XPT.  PRO owners should follow video instructions and 
start at step #4.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33jsnJ4zfHg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33jsnJ4zfHg


#2 Pinch the rubber coolant lines going to the stock intercooler in order to prevent losing any 
more coolant than needed. Once pinched, loosen hose clamps and remove rubber hose from 
stock intercooler spigots.  

#3 Remove all of the 8mm bolts holding the factory intercooler in place and remove the 
intercooler.  

#4 Thoroughly clean the outside of the intercooler, wiping it clean, blowing air through and 
past it, removing any dust, and grease from handling or shipping.

#5 Cut the bottom portion of the red intercooler isolator gasket off, the side pieces you will not 
re-use, the bottom you will.  During reinstallation be very careful and certain that the gasket 
remains seated to the intercooler.



#6 Thoroughly clean the inside of the intake plenum removing any residual coolant from a 
failure or dirt / dust. Be sure the top sealing gasket and mating areas are clean and free of 
debris. Inspect thread holes and be sure they are clean and free of debris.

NOTES:  If you’re replacing your IC due to a failure, you can expect
some smoke on initial start up from residual coolant in the intake tracts. If 
you’re replacing the intercooler due to a failure we recommend doing spark 
plugs at this time as well. It is normal to have residual oil in the intake if you’re 
not running one of our catch cans.  

#7 Using the new supplied hardware install the new RPM Big Core intercooler. Partially 
thread each bolt before tightening any of the hardware. Tighten the bolts in a zigzag manner 
to equally distribute pressure. Recommended 7 ft-lb.

#8 Reinstall rubber coolant hoses and tighten worm gear clamps. Reinstall heat shields and 
muffler at this time.  

#9 Allow machine to reach operating temperature, then cool back down, add required 
amount of coolant to the reservoir to bring it back to appropriate level. 




